
ETCHED GLASS
SELF ADHESIVE FILMS

COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS

Grafitack Etched Glass Films are self-adhesive films with a 
sandblast effect for use with a vinyl cutter/plotter.  With this 
range of films sign makers can design the most magnificent 
decorations for mirrors, glass doors and windows.  Perfect for 
shop fronts, residential homes, offices and other commercial 
properties. 

MAIZEY OFFER A RANGE OF ETCHED GLASS 
FILMS PRODUCED BY GRAFITYP:

! Monomeric film: TR100
! Polymeric film:  TR101 and TR103
! Polymeric film with smooth or “air escape” adhesive: 

TR111, TR112, TR113 and TR114
! Polymeric film with permanent adhesive:  TR101
! Cast film with decorative structure:  TR120, TR121 and 

TR122    

NOTE
Ÿ For the best application results we advise cleaning the 

surface with isopropanol or a suitable de-greasing agent.
Ÿ Using a low-tack application tape will support application.
Ÿ As the colour of the films can differ slightly for each 

production run, we advise not using films with different 
batch numbers in one single and critical job. The number to 
be taken into consideration consists of the first 5 numbers 
of the 7-digit batch number.
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MONOMERIC

POLYMERIC

POLYMERIC - REMOVABLE

POLYMERIC - “AIR ESCAPE” ADHESIVE

CAST - DECO STRUCTURE
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TR103

TR111

TR112

TR113

TR114

TR120

TR121

TR122

Ÿ Monomeric PVC Film with a 
solvent based permanent 
acrylic adhesive

Ÿ Polymeric PVC film with a 
solvent based permanent 
acrylic adhesive.

Ÿ Polymeric PVC film with a 
solvent based removable 
acrylic adhesive.

Ÿ Polymeric PVC film with a 
solvent based permanent “air 
escape” acrylic adhesive for 
easy application.

Ÿ As a result of the Air Escape 
acrylic adhesive this range of 
films are not suitable for WET 
application as the water gets 
trapped in the air escape 
channels.

Ÿ Cast PVC film with a solvent 
based permanent acrylic 
adhesive.

Ÿ Lifespan up to 3 years 

Ÿ Lifespan up to 7 years.

Ÿ Lifespan up to 5 years.

Ÿ Lifespan up to 5 years: 
TR111, TR112, TR113

Ÿ Lifespan up to 1 year: 
TR114

Ÿ Lifespan up to 5 years.

Ÿ Semi-translucent frosted 
look.

Ÿ Less translucent than TR100 
“with a silverish” frosted 
colouring.

Ÿ Less translucent than TR100 
“with a silverish” frosted 
colouring.

Ÿ TR111, semi-translucent with 
frosted colouring

Ÿ TR112, Silverish-grey

Ÿ TR113, Light amber

Ÿ TR114, Darker amber

Ÿ Structured patterns in a 
semi-translucent, frosted 
finish.
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